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“Reading your yard involves
gardening detection: training your eye
to ‘see’ like a plant.”
– SUSAN J. TWEIT, ROCKY MOUNTAIN GARDEN SURVIVAL GUIDE

READING THE LANDSCAPE OF YOUR YARD

RIGHT PLANT, RIGHT
PLACE

SUSAN J. TWEIT • AUTHOR & PLANT BIOLOGIST • SUSANJTWEIT.COM
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THE BIG PICTURE: ECOREGIONS

WHAT DOES A PLANT SEE?
ZOOMING IN:

A PLANT ALSO SEES
THE DETAILS:
LANDFORM, SOILS,
ASPECT,
MICROCLIMATE, AND
DRAINAGE
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START BY SITTING
WITH YOUR SITE

MAPPING PLANTCRITICAL DETAILS

• Take a chair into your yard

and hang out in one spot.

• Landform
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• Soils

• Where is the sun?

• Aspect

• Is the air moving?

• Microclimates

• Where do the shadows lie?

• Drainage

• How would these change in

different seasons?
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LANDFORMS
• Is your site flat? Check to see where water goes after a rain

or snowmelt, or by watering.

• If water pools, you’ve got drainage challenges, but also

potential for a swale or dry stream channel.

• If water runs off, you’ve got slope. Map the slope with

arrows aiming in the direction water runs off.

• How steep are any slopes? Which way to they face?

SLOPES & SOILS
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CAN YOU SEE THE SLOPES HERE?

MAPPING YOUR SOILS

• Simple test for soil texture: Add water to a generous pinch

of soil. Try to roll it into a ball or form a ribbon.

• Check the soil in different parts of your yard: low spots

tend to have the finest soil, high spots the coarsest.

• Are there rocks? Construction debris? Note different soil

areas on your yard map.
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HIGH IN ORGANIC MATTER

CLAY SOIL

ASPECTS & MICROCLIMATES
SANDY SOIL, WIND-ERODED
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ASPECT

SOUTH-FACING HOUSE WALL
HEATS ADJACENT YARD

• Which way does your site face overall?
• Does it receive morning sun? Afternoon sun? No sun?
• How do buildings, fences, trees, and other structures affect

sun exposure and aspect?

• Which way do any slopes face?
• What areas are shaded in winter?
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MICROCLIMATES

• What’s a microclimate? A pocket environment that differs

from the overall climate of the site.

• Microclimates are created by landforms, buildings, fences,

and even landscaping boulders that cast shade, channel
wind, and direct water flow.

• They can span ecoregions, giving you pockets as diverse as

desert and alpine in the same yard.

SOUTH SIDE—NORTH SIDE
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DRAINAGE (AIR AND WATER)

• Map drainage using arrows to show direction of air and water flow.
• Air flowing around buildings or fences creates wind-stress for

plants. Air pooling in low spots creates frost pockets in winter.

• Turn drainage to your advantage by channeling water flowing from

slopes, driveways, and roof areas to areas with water-loving plants.

• Rock-filled stream channels are a simple way to move water away

from buildings, and add design elements to your yard.

CHANNELING DRAINAGE
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BUILDING A DRY STREAM CHANNEL
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RIGHT PLANT

WHAT DOES A
PLANT NEED?

KNOWING THE PLANTS

• Sunlight
• Water
• Soil
• Space
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WHAT THE LABEL MEANS
• “Morning sun, afternoon shade”: May wilt or die in hot

afternoon or evening sun, but needs some sun.

• “Waterwise” with one line through the droplet is defined on

the grower’s website as 20-30 inches of precipitation a year.
Which means it’ll need some supplemental watering in Front
Range climates.

• Beyond the label: One useful website is the Lady Bird

Johnson Wildflower Center’s Native Plant Info database:
https://www.wildflower.org/plants-main
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RIGHT PLANT,
RIGHT PLACE

“A garden can be a pleasure, a personal sanctuary that
nurtures and sustains you,
even as you nurture it.”
–SUSAN J. TWEIT, ROCKY MOUNTAIN GARDEN SURVIVAL GUIDE

• Map your yard through a

plant’s-eye view

• Know the requirements of

specific plants

• Have fun learning!
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